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The Gang-Gang
and Other Australian Oddities
by Shumway Suffel
ot the rarest or the most beautiful, but probably the
most sought-after of Australia's more than fifty
striking parrots is the Gang-Gang Cockatoo. We
found a pair in a canyon of the Grampian Mountains,
between Melbourne and Adelaide, feeding on eucalyptus
seeds, which they extracted by cracking the tough eucalypt
nuts with their powerful bills. They were an overall
charcoal-gray with a greenish cast, and the male had a
scarlet head with a conical crest which curled forward from
the nape. Without a doubt, the experience was one of the
highlights of our birding expedition to Australia, in
September and October of last year.
But if not the Gang-Gang, then what is the rarest and
most beautiful of the Australian parrots? The list of the
rarest, according to our expert guide, Australian birder Len
Robinson, must certainly include the Paradise Parrot, a bird
which has not been recorded since the 1930's; and the Night
Parrot, which was once believed extinct, but has lately been
rediscovered in a few remote locations.
As for beauty, that, of course, is in the eye of the beholder,
and no one parrot can be easily singled out as the most
beautiful. But certainly there will be many votes for the
large Pink, or Major Mitchell Cockatoo (which we missed),
or for the smaller, flashier, red-bellied King Parrot—or for
one of the Rosellas. My own nominee would be the Eastern
Rosella, with its many jewel-like colors; but the Galah also
deserves special mention. A lovely, graceful thing, soft
gray above and shell pink below, it is widespread and
abundant, occurring in large flocks even in urban areas.
Even if parrots were the only birds in Australia, a
birdwatcher's visit would be well repaid; but in this vast and
varied country there is a great deal more to see. During our
visit we found well over 400 species—all in one strenuous
and highly rewarding month.
Among the most intriguing of the Australian birds are
those members of the large and plastic families which have
speciated there, just as our wood warblers have here in
America. The honeyeater family (with more than 70 species
in Australia alone) is a prime example of adaptation to a
spectrum of highly specialized ecological niches—a variety
of opportunities presumably unexploited at the time the
family first found its way to the continent. Species within

The Palm Cockatoo, a solitary bird of the rainforests of Australia's remote
Cape York Peninsula.

the group range in length from 4 to 20 inches—though
some among them are so similar in appearance that in the
field they are best told apart by voice, feeding habits,
geographical location, or habitat.
Superficially even more alike—except for small but
definite identifying marks—are the 13 species of thornbills
and the 8 species of pardalotes, diminutive gleaners of
foliage and flowers. However, among birders and
Continued Overleaf
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perch on a hillside near Alice Springs, in the heart of the
Outback. This species is so difficult to locate that Len
hadn't seen a single one in 17 years spent scouring the
brush for birds.
Another case of exceptional luck occurred at absolutely
the last possible moment during the trip. We had devoted
the best part of two days listening to, searching for, yet
failing to find three frustratingly difficult species resident in
the temperate rainforest. Then, before breakfast on the final
day, we had the good fortune to find and study all three at
close range: the Albert's Lyrebird, the Victoria Rifle-bird,
and the Noisy Pitta.

The Gang-Gang Cockatoo, a prize find for Australian birders.

non-birders alike, everyone's favorites are the fairy wrens,
tiny sprites with long cocked tails that seem to be constantly
on the move. Most of the 13 species of fairy wrens come in
varying shades of blue, from deepest indigo to an almost
fluorescent electric-blue, with contrasting features of black,
white, or rufous. One of the most outstanding, however, is
entirely black, with a bright red saddle.
A robably the greatest challenge in Australian birding is in
searching out those secretive species that lurk in the
treetops of the rainforest, or sulk in the understory of the
forests or scrublands of the coast. While we were there, we
did a lot of searching and not too much finding, despite the
capable guidance of Len Robinson, bird-finder extraordinary. We did, however, hear and sometimes even
glimpse many of the most elusive species. One of these was
the Noisy Scrub-bird, another local bird once thought to be
extinct. (Recently, about 50 pairs were located in the coastal
scrub of extreme southwestern Australia). This species was
so successful in its reclusive way of life that it almost lost
the ability to fly—a circumstance which qualified the bird as
easy prey for all manner of introduced predators. Despite
its retiring habits, however, it is very vocal (as one can judge
from its name), and we heard three individuals—one
within 30 feet—though we were never able to glimpse so
much as a single feather!
At times, however, we were more successful. One day we
were rewarded by the discovery of a Dusky Grass-wren,
enjoying the last rays of the sun from a well polished rocky

O u t even to the compulsive birder, Australia is more than
just a home for unique and beautiful birds. There is space on
the continent—and lots of it, plus stunning scenery, even
without the benefit of high mountains. The coasts are
magnificent (and from the headlands you can spot four
species of albatross!). The stately forests of Australia rival
our sequoia groves in grandeur, and the lesser flora ranges
from tiny ground-hugging orchids to giant tree ferns. It
would be impossible to choose the most memorable sight,
but certainly among these would be the wildflower fields of
Perth—outstanding for their massed color and variety.
At one point during the trip I happened to ask Len the
name of a blue flower which blanketed the fields, much as
our lupine does in the spring. "That depends," he replied.
"To the wheat farmer, it's Patterson's Curse—but to the
cattleman it's Salvation Jane, because his cattle will eat it
during a drought."
When we weren't flying, our party of nine travelled
cross-country in two station wagons, with Len in the lead
and Hal Baxter at the wheel of the second car (accompanied
by the constant reminder, "Think left, Hal!"). Despite the
Australians' eccentric insistence on driving on the wrong
side of the road, travel is easy and pleasant in the country,
the roads are fair to good, and and good motels are
available everywhere.
Best of all, whether your tastes run to deserts or
rainforests, rocky headlands or coral reefs, giant trees or
bellyflowers, fairy wrens or cassowaries, all can be found in
Australia.

The Rainbow Lorikeet, colorful and gregarious resident of suburban
gardens along Australia's east coast.
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Conservation

Cold Creek Canyon

memorable natural history experience—an ideal way to
encounter the entire community of chaparral birds, plus the
best of the chaparral vegetation. Already the sanctuary has
proved itself to be a significant site for serious research, and
it's begun to play a useful role in the educational program of
several academic institutions.
At the moment, Nature Conservancy is engaged in an
all-out drive to acquire an additional 80 acres of private land
contiguous to the present preserve, and essential to the
ecological integrity of the area. Beneath a canopy of ancient
oaks, a natural stream meanders down through a
picturesque series of falls and pools, to merge eventually
with Cold Creek at the foot of the canyon. The acquisition of
this branch of the stream will at last afford Cold Creek the
protection it must have to insure its status as a natural
museum—a cross-section of the distinctive life of our
coastal mountains.
In order to accomplish this objective, the Nature
Conservancy is seeking to raise $50,000—the amount
needed to purchase the key parcel of land. Tax-deductible
contributions toward this cause should be addressed to the
Nature Conservancy, P.O. Box'71106, Los Angeles 90071.
Permission to visit the preserve for birding or nature study
may be obtained by calling LA AS member, Mrs. Barbara
Hopper, at 213-347-0551, ext. 269. ^
Cold Creek Canyon and the Santa Monica Mountains

Southern California rarity, Cold Creek is a
year-round stream that cuts its way through a
spectacular oak canyon in the heart of the Santa
Monica Mountains, about four miles inland from the Pacific
Ocean and a mile or two east of Malibu Canyon.
From the crest of the mountains to the floor of the ravine,
several hundred feet below, the stream traverses three
distinct natural habitats—chaparral, coastal sage, and
riparian woodland—each with its own characteristic flora
and fauna. In the course of a year, over 100 species of birds
may be found in the canyon, including unusual vagrants
and a dozen birds of prey: a sure sign of ecological vitality.
The spectrum of habitat types makes the area a showplace
for native flora. Here may be found one of the last
remaining stands of the unique and beautiful Red Shank,
Adenostoma sparsifolium, an Ice Age relict whose surviving
specimens may be several hundred years old. The lower
reaches of the stream wind through shadowy groves of
sycamore and oaks, suggestive of the primeval vegetation of
the State, before the character of the land was radically
altered.
Fortunately, in 1972, 450 acres of prime habitat in the
canyon were granted to the Nature Conservancy, an
outstanding non-profit organization that has quietly
managed to acquire a number of exceptional pieces of
natural real estate across the country, including the
renowned oasis at Big Morongo.
The Cold Creek area, once the site of the Murphy Ranch,
has been designated by the Conservancy as the Ida Haines
Murphy Preserve—and, in accordance with the
organization's philosophy, it is fenced and locked, but
accessible to serious students of nature. An easily
traversable trail descends for a mile through the preserve,
and a two-hour stroll along the path, especially on a fine
spring morning after the winter rains, promises to be a
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50 Years Ago
The time has come to put an end to the abominable
nuisance caused by oil-burning ships discharging residue
from their tanks on the high seas and within the harbors
and ports of the world. This filthy mess is defiling many of
the most attractive bathing resorts; it is endangering the
shipping in our harbors because of the liability of the
floating oil catching fire, and it is causing widespread
destruction of the bird life of the seas. The floating refuse
gums up the feathers and wings of sea fowl to such an
extent that they are unable to lift themselves from the
water, cannot move about in search of food, and simply
drift as starving derelicts until they are cast up by the
thousands upon the beach.
Scientific American, August 1925
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Jean Brandt

Jon Dunn/FIELD NOTES

BIRDING in Placenta Cyn.

Swainsoris Hawk

VJold was first discovered in California in 1842, not at
Sutter's Mill, but in Placerita Canyon, at the site of the "Oak
of the Golden Dream." The area has long been designated
as a historical monument, and today the 350 acres
comprising the Placerita Canyon State and County Park
have been set aside as a wildlife sanctuary. Chaparral
birding is at its best here, and spring migration is often
spectacular. Mountain Quail are resident and both Steller's
and Scrub Jays are found in the campground.
Birding in March can be somewhat uneventful, and for
this reason Placerita may be the perfect place to visit—since
many fine nature programs and activities are available.
Weekends are very crowded (hours are 9-5, daily) but
birders may walk the trails as early as they like and the gate
is open from 7 a.m. to dark. There is a nature museum,
library, and bird observation area in the Nature Center
complex, and on Saturdays and Sundays at 2 p.m. films,
slides, and lectures are presented in the classroom. In
addition, an 11-week Student Naturalist course is offered in
spring and fall. The naturalists, and indeed the whole staff
at the Center, are more than eager to discuss conservation
and nature appreciation with any person or group inclined
to listen.
Two self-guiding nature trails are maintained, plus a
longer (2V2 mile) walk upstream through wild rose and
willow thickets, sycamores, oaks, and cottonwoods, to the
Walker Ranch Campground. This trail promises excellent
birding, as does a more strenuous hike from the
campground past a waterfall to the crest of the hills. Spring
wildflowers are abundant along this trail, and the summit
offers a fantastic view of the San Fernando Valley.
The Walker Ranch Campground is available for group
camping on a reservation basis, and is usually deserted
during the week. You may walk into the campground from
the road, about IV2 miles east of the park entrance. There
are two small ponds along this road (see map), which
though outside the park boundaries often have good
birding. Picnic and restroom facilities are located near the
Nature Center, and gasoline and groceries may be found in
nearby Saugus. \&

^THe OaJicftfUgoCcCen-Tlream-

-TTLround the middle of March the first Swainson's Hawks
begin to arrive in California. In former times huge flocks of
migrating birds could be seen along the coastal slope and in
our inland valleys. But today their status has drastically
changed, and the species has become a rare straggler along
the coast. Inland, however, the species can still be found
with some regularity, and occasionally one might still be
fortunate enough to encounter a small flock.
I would recommend the Anza-Borrego Desert, the
Antelope Valley, and the Coachella Valley as good areas to
search for the hawks (from mid-March to late April). Since
the birds prey largely on insects, they are attracted to
agricultural fields or areas of the desert that are covered
with wildflowers.
During the summer the species can be found in suitable
habitat along the eastern edge of the State, from the Owen's
Valley north to the Oregon border—but the birds also nest
in some areas of the Central Valley. Fall migration runs from
mid-August to mid-October, though the species seems to be
less numerous in the fall than during the spring. There are
only about three valid winter records, despite the fact that
the birds are frequently reported—particularly on
Christmas counts. I suspect that almost all of these reports
are inaccurate.
By far the best mark on the Swainson's Hawk is the long
pointed wing. No other North American buteo's wing is so
pointed. In addition, the wings of the Swainson's seem less
broad than the Red-tail's, the overall wing shape
approaching that of a large falcon. An excellent mark on
light-phase or intermediate birds is the whitish or huffy wing
linings that contrast sharply with the dark slate flight feathers,
a pattern that holds up even on the immatures. Only the
pure melanistic form lacks them. The typical light-phase
adult also has uniform grayish upperparts, lacking the
various vermiculations that predominate in the other buteos.
(The dark brown breastband, while a useful field mark,
should be relied upon only as a secondary characteristic). In
addition, the bill and head of the Swainson's seem to be
more delicate than those of the other big buteos.
The pure melanistic Swainson's is rather scarce, unless one
encounters a fairly large flock of birds. If you do find a dark
bird in a flock, the typical light-phase and intermediate
birds should give away its identity. However, if encountered
singly, the dark Swainson's may best be identified by the
shape of the wings and their angle in flight. When soaring
these hawks have a tendency to raise their wings slightly
above the body—in the manner of a Turkey Vulture.
Turkey Vulture.
\p
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Dorothy Dimsdale

The Eye of the Beholder
W i t h the sole exception of a seven year-old boy who
seemed to have 10x36 vision with zoom lenses, I have never
seen a birder using the naked eye. Binoculars are
synonymous with birding. Mine weigh 23A lbs. and are
7x50, which means that in some prior life they were
employed at a race track—though none of our relatives will
admit to ownership. When I began birding, I found them
gathering dust in our "wine cellar," which also houses a
fishing rod, a set of old golf clubs in a bag, and a complete
English riding habit—none of which have been used to my
knowledge for at least fifteen years. So I was happy to find
a use for the binoculars.
In viewing a skein of geese or a congregation of plovers
these binoculars have been splendid, and the constant
exercise of lifting and holding them to my eyes has done
wonders for my arm and neck muscles.
For years, wherever I went I took these old binoculars.
Indeed, once in Europe a suspicious customs official asked
me to remove the lens caps. Peering into the glasses, he
remarked, "I'll bet you can see the whites of their eyes with
them things!" For some reason, I suspect that he wasn't
referring to birds.
On another occasion in England I found myself at the
races in Windsor, and to my delight I discovered that the
track was surrounded with lush vegetation. To placate my
friends, I placed small bets on each race, but throughout the
afternoon my binoculars were directed away from the
course toward the trees. At the end of the day, though I
failed to witness a single race, I had won $50 and added two
more life birds to my list.
Some time later, at an outdoor dinner in Baja, I arose
from the table in a full evening gown to focus upon a
crepuscular Lesser Nighthawk, an act which caused the
trumpeter in the mariachi band to blow a false note. A
fellow diner, who earlier had stubbed his toe on my
binoculars as they lay beneath the table, confessed to
feeling immensely relieved, since he had suspected that I
was wearing an orthopedic boot.
However, the inevitable moment of truth arrived one day
when I was driving out to Big Sycamore to check out the
early migrants. Half way there,I realized to my utter despair
that I had left my trusty binoculars at home! So, to avoid
wasting the day, I dropped in on a birding friend, who
kindly loaned me hers. To my astonishment, when I picked
them up I noticed how light and easy they were to
handle—and when I focused upon a bird, it was not only
beautifully magnified, but nicely framed within a
manageable field of vision! The end result was a memorable
day of birding.
So, at last, after much soul-searching, I decided upon new
binoculars. Nothing exotic, really—but they're 9x36, and
weigh only 29 ounces. For sentimental reasons, I still carry
my old ones around in the trunk of my car, and I figure I
can use them if I should ever forget to bring my new ones
along.
Come to think of it, perhaps I should throw in the golf
clubs and riding habit—one never knows when they might
come in handy.
\M
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The Black Rail
J. robably no California bird is more eagerly sought—or
more rarely encountered, than the resident subspecies of
the Black Rail, Laterallus jamaicensis coturniculus, a tiny,
sparrow-sized binfThat has been a source of frustration to
local birders for over a century. Slightly smaller and darker
than the eastern subspecies, the California Black Rail was
not discovered until 1859, when a straggler was picked up
on the Farallon Islands. The eastern race had been collected
a hundred years before, on the island of Jamaica, and was
illustrated for the first time by Audubon.
As a family, the rails represent a truly ancient lineage,
tracing their ancestry back at least 70 million years to the
days when the Rockies were just beginning to form, and
India had not yet ploughed into Asia. With the cranes, they
are placed in the order Gruiformes, a group considered
transitional between the shorebirds and the gallinaceous
birds (quail and fowl). Today the rails are one of the most
widespread of Avian families—and one of the most
vulnerable to extinction. No lessthan 15 species have
disappeared in the last century, and many of those
remaining represent precariously low populations clinging
to drastically restricted ranges. Most of these are marsh
birds, and a number are flightless. Typically, the rails have
thin bodies, an adaptation for dashing swiftly through
dense grass. Hence the phrase, "thin as a rail."
A shy and retiring resident of fresh and saltwater marshes
from Marin County to the Mexican border, the Black Rail is
sighted by diligent observers no more than a few times a
year. In recent years the problem of locating the secretive
little birds has been exacerbated by the rapid loss of our
coastal wetlands. To date about 70% of the State's salt
marshes have been destroyed.
Prior to their "reclamation," the extensive marshes at
Playa del Rey reportedly supported a few Black Rails, and
today a small population may linger on at Upper Newport
Bay. During extreme high tides, a bird is now and then
coaxed out with a recording of its call, but it has been
months since the species was last sighted there. You may
have better luck prowling the marshes at West Pond,
between Laguna Dam and Imperial Dam, on the Lower
Colorado River. The south end of the Salton Sea is another
likely possibility. If your efforts to spot the bird should meet
with success, be sure to report your discovery at once to
Shum Suffel or Jean Brandt.
)

Mary Ellen Pereyra
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Shumway Suffel

BIRDS of the Season
pring migration can be likened to a drag race: in
March we're spinning our wheels—lots of noise
' but very little action; by April we're accelerating
' fast; in May we pass the finish line at top speed;
and then, in early June, we brake to a shuddering stop. But
even while we're spinning our wheels in anticipation, a
great deal is happening in the bird world. Our resident
species and the earliest migrants—hummers and
swallows—are into their nesting cycle, and the winter birds
are leaving; first the geese, then the northern gulls, divers,
and ducks; and later the land birds.
This pattern of migration should not be appreciably
altered, even by our record-breaking early winter drought.
A review of 93 years of Pasadena rainfall records proves this
to be the fourth driest year—and the month just past was
one of only three totally rainless Januarys. Now, even with
ample rains in spring, the nesting success of birds outside
our urban area will be adversely affected, since the seed
(and insect) crop will be minimal due to late germination.
Of course, should the drought continue, spring
birdwatching will be easier, since species concentrate where
water is available—but that's a dubious consolation.
So far, the star bird of the season (and possibly for all of
'76?) is the Broad-billed Hummingbird which appeared in
mid-January at the Dan Trimmers' feeder on the west side
of Mt. Washington, just across the river from Elysian Park.
This is the first Southern California record since 1964, and a
"State bird" for most of the many birders who peered
through the Trimmers' kitchen window to view its
irridescent blue and green plumage, and bright red bill.
Many thanks are due to the Trimmers for kindly indulging
us in our peculiar and at times perplexing avocation.
Wintering flycatchers were the standout birds in
January—a month when only Black and Say's Phoebes and
an occasional Cassin's Kingbird may normally be expected.
Eastern Phoebes, generally reported only once or twice each
winter (if at all), were wintering in Santa Barbara (Larrry
Ballard, et al); at the mouth of Big Sycamore Canyon (Paul
Lehman); and in the Arcadia Arboretum (Jean Van
Name)—in addition to the three previously reported in
November. Coues' Flycatchers, even rarer birds, were
found on the Christmas Counts near Santa Cruz; in
Fairmount Park, Riverside (Steve Cardiff); and in Todd
Memorial Park, Oceanside (Roger Higson, a British birder).
All three of these birds were probably wintering, but
proved difficult to locate again. Rarest of all was California's
third Olivaceous Flycatcher. (The first two were at Furance
Creek Ranch, Death Valley, in November of 1968 and 1975).
It was studied by dozens of eager birders along the Carmel
River streambed in Monterey County. There was even a
rumor of still another Olivaceous on the Pt. Reyes
Peninsula. Two other January flycatchers which are common
here in summer but not expected in winter were an
Ash-throated Flycatcher in Santa Barbara (Nelson Metcalf),
and a Western Flycatcher at Whittier Narrows Nature
Center (Harry Kreuger).

j f \ s usual, waterbirds consumed a good share of the
birder's time in early winter. Although Red-necked Grebes
are fairly common in the Monterey area, they are rare to the
south; thus one at Paradise Cove, Malibu on Dec. 21 (Jon
Dunn), and another off the Malibu Pier on Jan. 16 (Mike
Carmody) are noteworthy. The short boat trip off Newport
Beach (Sea and Sage Audubon) on Jan. 4 revealed a
surprising number of Fulmars (6+), Kittiwakes (15+),
Common Murres (+10), and one White-winged Scoter
(extremely scarce this winter).
A puzzling immature swan was picked up at the north
end of the Salton Sea by Shirley Wells on Jan. 6. The profile
of the head and bill, usually the best field marks except for
size and voice, was all "Trumpeter," but the measurements
were all "Whistling." Once again this demonstrates that
identification of silent Trumpeter Swans is best left to the
experts, unless a size comparison is available. If you're
determined to try, write a detailed description of the profile
of the head and bill, with sketches—or better yet,
photographs.
European Widgeons (all males, of course) popped up like
mushrooms after a rain—feeding on the lawns around
Puddingstone Reservoir, on a golf course pond near
Newport Beach, on Whalen Lake near Oceanside, and at
the south end of the Salton Sea. Due to the drought, Soda
Lake on the Carrizo Plains is dry, and there are only a few
Sandhill Cranes there (two on Jan. 25, according to Hank
. Brodkin). The weather may have driven them back to their
old haunts in the Imperial Valley, where 94 are wintering
(Don Tiller). A single immature crane was found along
Caspar Rd. at Pt. Mugu on Jan. 25 by the 100-a-day birders:
the Adams, Baxters, and Kings. Glaucous Gulls were hard
to find this January, but one was seen flying offshore at
Santa Barbara, another on the bar across the mouth of the
Santa Clara River near Ventura, and a third was at the
renowned pig farm below San Diego,
The appearance of a Chestnut-backed Chickadee in the
Santa Barbara Cemetery (late Oct. to the present date),
must be viewed as an isolated case of wandering, rather
than a range-extension—since this species is strictly
resident in the coastal forests more than 50 miles to the
northwest. A Curve-billed Thrasher at the corrals near
Finney Lake, Imperial Co. (Jon Dunn, Jan. 25) increases by
one the dozen or so records of this Arizona bird in our
southeastern desert.
Wintering warblers were scarce, except for the abundant
Yellow-rumped "Audubon's," and Orange-crowns. But a
few Townsend's and a very few Hermits were present in the
conifers along the coast. The Northern Waterthrush was
seen through January along the stream at Tapia Park. And a
skittish Palm Warbler spent the month in Santa Barbara in
some scrubby willows on the 20 foot-wide strip between the
freeway and the railroad tracks. A Black-and-White Warbler
was near Westmoreland, Imperial Co. (Jon Dunn, Jan. 25).
And most amazing of all: a Cape May Warbler was found at
the Brock Ranch, Imperial Co. on Jan. 4 (the Cardiffs) —
probably the first winter record for this very rare vagrant.
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Gail Gifford/FIELD TRIP REPORTS
Scott's Orioles are an enigma. They are primarily summer
residents in the Joshua Trees of the high deserts; but a few
are present every fall or winter—but never in summer—in
the coastal lowlands. Irma Rogers reports a male in bright
plumage in her Monrovia garden on Dec. 28, and another
male was apparently wintering in Morongo Valley (Jerry
Johnson, Jan. 10). Red Crossbills have not been reported
this winter, except for a single credible report of two males
and three females in an area of Sierra Madre with a good
crop of ripe pine cones (Dave Foster).
Although three Sharp-tailed Sparrows were seen at
Upper Newport Bay on Dec. 2, only a single bird could be
found in January when the tides were not quite so high.
Three more rare sparrows were apparently wintering in the
Santa Barbara area: a Clay-colored in the cemetery, and
both a Swamp Sparrow and a Harris' Sparrow on the UCSB
campus. A rather dull Lapland Longspur stayed through
January with the large flock of Horned Larks in the field
west of Dominguez State College. Several more Laps and
two McCown's Longspurs were seen at the south end of the
Salton Sea (Jon Dunn, Jan. 25).
March is a month for patience. Most winter birds are still
with us, but all will be leaving soon. Though only the
earliest migrants are here, new species will be arriving
throughout the month—and it's a chance to record a
seasonal "first"—possibly a Western Kingbird, a Warbling
Vireo, a Wilson's Warbler, or a Black-headed Grosbeak—for
all of these begin to trickle through later in the month.
^
Unusual bird sightings for inclusion in this column, or for the weekly
recorded Bird Report should be reported to either Shunt Suffel (797-2965)
or Jean Brandt (788-5188). Punctuality in reporting is essential, so that
other birders may share your observations.
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HORSE CANYON CAMPING TRIP—January 10-11. Twenty-two
birders made the trip, under the leadership of Keith and Pam
Axelson. The weather was excellent, with a daytime temperature
around 68 degrees. The group observed 24 species in the canyon,
including Pinyon Jays, 2 Golden Eagles, 3 Prairie Falcons, and both
a Grey-headed and a Slate-colored Junco. At an old Indian
encampment many arrowheads were found. The campsite was in
a grove of Joshua Trees, and the birders were entertained at the
evening fire by a Kansan, who sang old Indian songs for them. On
the second day they stopped at Kelso spring for lunch, and were
rewarded with a LeConte's Thrasher.
McGRATH STATE PARK—January 17. On a beautiful day
twenty-five people gathered under the leadership of Ed Navajosky.
Some 50 species were listed, from several locations. Among the 10
species of gulls were 2 Thayer's—a life bird for most of the group.
There were five species of grebes, including the Red-necked (found
on the way home at Malibu pier), a Royal Tern, plus Black-legged
Kittiwakes. After the group birded McGrath, a Burrowing Owl was
flushed on the bank of the Ventura marina. All birds were seen
with minimum effort, as the party walked only a mile and a half.
Many of those present added life birds to their lists.
TRIPPET RANCH—January 18. The ranch had been closed
suddenly due to the fire hazard, so leader Roger Cobb took a vote
on other possibilities and it was decided to proceed to Malibu
Lagoon. Arriving at 9:30 a.m. on a bright, clear day, the party was
greeted by a hovering White-tailed Kite, and witnessed several
dives before the bird departed. The usual abundance of gulls and
shore birds were in attendance, and among the 65 species logged
were Mew, California, Heermann's, and Ring-billed Gulls,
Black-legged Kittiwakes, Black and Ruddy Turnstones, Cinnamon
and Green-winged Teal, American Widgeon, Lesser Scaup,
Common and Red-breasted Mergansers, all 3 Cormorants, and
Canada Geese.
SALTON SEA—January 31. Once more the weather was good, as
38 cars met at 8:30 a.m. at the Wister Unit, located at the south end
of the Sea. Leaders Hal Baxter and Shum Suffel divided the birders
into two groups, and as the second section set out they were
fortunate to observe an estimated 10,000 Snow Geese arriving to
roost nearby. (There are reportedly about 18,500 in the area). With
the Snows were 3 Blue Geese, and later about 20 Ross' Geese were
seen. However, very few shore birds or interesting gulls were
found. The day ended at Finney Lake, where a third of the people
camped for the night. There a Curve-billed Thrasher was seen (only
the twelfth record for the State, and the first for the Salton Sea
area). A second possible Curve-billed turned out to be a Bendire's.
There were also Crissal and Sage Thrashers, and 2 American
Redstarts. A Common Flicker of the "Gilded" race was
observed—a second record for the Salton Sea area. The trip
produced a total of 73 species, with another 24 listed on the days
before and after. Some of the party stayed at the Travelodge in
Brawley, where they found the accommodations very good and the
owner most hospitable to birders.
The Society gratefully acknowledges the receipt of a bequest
of $5,000 from Audubon member Ruth Allen Finch, plus
another bequest of $1,000 from the estate of Donald M.
Falconer. These generous donations will be applied to Los
Angeles Audubon's continuing efforts toward conservation
and nature education.
We abuse the land because we regard it as a commodity belonging
to us. When we see the land as a community to which we belong,
we may begin to use it with love and respect.
—Aldo Leopold
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THE WESTERN TANAGER

CALENDAR
Los Angeles Audubon Headquarters, Library, Bookstore, and
Nature Museum are located at Audubon House, Plummer
Park, 7377 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles 90046. Telephone:
876-0202. Hours: 10-3, Monday through Friday.
THURSDAY, MARCH 4—Executive Board Meeting, 8:00 p.m.,
Audubon House.
SUNDAY, MARCH 7—Tujunga Wash and Hansen Dam. Meet at
8:30 a.m. on the north side of Foothill Blvd. by the bridge, 2 miles
west of Sunland. Although this area burned several months ago,
we still expect a variety of birds, such as Cactus Wren, Costa's
Hummingbird, and the resident chaparral species. Leader: Jim
Stevens.
SUNDAY, MARCH 7—Pelagic Trip to Anacapa and Santa Cruz
Islands. The plan is to cruise around the islands in the hope of
seeing pelagic species and shorebirds such as American r
Oystercatcher, Wandering Tattler, and many more. We will depart
from the Ventura Marina at 8:00 a.m. onboard thePazsano, and
return around 4:00 p.m. To make reservations ($14 per person),
please send self-addressed, stamped envelope to Mrs. Joann
Gabbard, 1318 Euclid Street, Apt. #7, Santa Monica, Calif. 90404.
Be sure to list names of members of your party and include a
telephone number w,here you can be reached the evening before
the trip, in case of cancellation due to poor weather. Leader: to be
announced.
TUESDAY, MARCH 9—Evening Meeting, 8:00 p.m., Plummer
Park. Everyone welcome. Dr. Luis Baptista, Curator of the Moore
Ornithological Laboratory at Occidental College, and a well-known
expert on avian language patterns, will present a program entitled,
"How and Why Do Birds Sing?"
SATURDAY, MARCH 13—Malibu Lagoon. Meet at 8:30 a.m. in
the supermarket parking lot adjacent to the lagoon. A good variety
of shorebirds, gulls, and waterfowl is expected. Leader: Ed
Navajosky.
SUNDAY, MARCH 21—Starr Ranch Audubon Sanctuary. Meet at
8:30 a.m. at Caspers Regional Park, located 8 miles east of San Juan
Capistrano on the Ortega Hwy. Groups must convoy in and out of
the Sanctuary by driving through the length of the Park. We will
leave the Park for the Sanctuary promptly at 9:00. There is a new
parking/picnic area with tables and pit toilets, but note: NO
water, NO smoking. NO fires, and NO trash service. Please carry
out anything you bring in, and remember that the fire hazard may

be extreme. The roads are dirt and not all roads in the Sanctuary
are open for travel. Please abide by the signs. The new
parking/picnic area is Vio mile south of the main barn. The drive
up Bell Canyon passes one of the main spring watering holes.
There will be no park charge for convoy members. Meet the trip
leader, Norm Mclntosh, Sanctuary Manager, at the Park's main
gate. Chaparral birds and early spring migrants are to be expected.
THURSDAY, APRIL 1—Executive Board Meeting, 8:30 p.m.,
Audubon House.
SATURDAY, APRIL 3—Chantry Flat and Santa Anita Canyon.
Details in the next TANAGER.

Audubon Bird Report—call

874-1318

The Los Angeles Audubon Society and its authorized leaders cannot accept
responsibility for the protection or well-being of persons attending field trips, or
for any accidents, personal or otherwise, incurred during a sponsored trip. The
Society also regrets that it cannot be responsible for transportation. Always bring
binoculars and lunch. No pets or collecting permitted. For last minute changes or
cancellations, call the BIRD REPORT (874-1318) on the Friday before the trip. For
further information regarding any field trip, call the Field Trip Chairman, Pamela
Axelson; 474-6205 (evenings).

California Birds—A Field Study Course at UCLA
.. .an introduction to the field observation, identification, and study of Southern California birds within their natural habitats. Four field trips will
emphasize the biology and natural history of birds found at Mt. Pinos, Pt. Mugu, Mornogo Valley, Sycamore Canyon, Salton Sea, Barton Flats, Big
Bear Lake, and Round Valley. Lectures at UCLA will precede each field trip. The course is intended to familiarize beginners and amateur birders with
valuable techniques and the equipment used to study birds in a variety of habitats. For registration and information, contact the Dept. of Biological and
Physical Sciences, UCLA Extension, P.O. Box 24902, (212-825-3839). Wednesday evening lectures will be held from 7 to 9:30 p.m. in Room 6229,
Math-Sciences Bldg., UCLA, on March 31, April 28, May 5, May 19, and June 2. One-day weekend field trips will be April 3, May 8, May 22, and June 5.
Arnold Small, M. S., Professor of Biology at Los Angeles Harbor College, Wilmington. Fee: $75, 3 units of quarter system credit may be earned.
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